List of Prepositional Phrases

With Out

- Out of struggle
- Out of debt
- Out of work
- Out of trouble
- Out of the question
- Out of the ordinary
- Out of the kitchen
- Out of stock
- Out of spite
- Out of sight
- Out of school
- Out of respect for
- Out of reach
- Out of print
- Out of practice
- Out of place
- Out of pity
- Out of order
- Out of one’s mind
- Out of love
- Out of jealousy
- Out of in step
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With For

- For want of
- For the time being
- For the sake of
- For the rest of
- For the moment
- For the good of
- For the benefit (of)
- For sure
- For short
- For sale
- For safekeeping
- For real
- For once
- For nothing
- For lunch
- For luck
- For love
- For life
- For lack of
- For instance
- For hire
- For granted
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With At

- At worst
- At work
- At will
- At war with
- At war
- At university
- At this point in time
- At this juncture
- At the wheel
- At the thought of
- At the top of
- At the time of
- At the table
- At the same time
- At the risk of
- At the ready
- At the peak of
- At the moment
- At the mercy of
- At the latest
- At the height of
- At the hands of
- At the foot of
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- Without respect
- Without warning
- Without thinking
- Without respite
- Without question
- Without precedent
- Without foundation
- Without fail
- Without exception
- Without education
- Without delay
- Without a plan
- Without a hitch
- Without a good foundation
- Without a break
- Without (a) doubt
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With On

- On vacation
- On trial
- On the way to
- On the way
- On the verge of
- On the understanding that
- On the top of
- On the tip of
- On the stroke of
- On the strength of
- On the second floor
- On the run
- On the roof
- On the radio
- On the phone
- On the point of
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With Under

- Under treatment
- Under the pressure of
- Under the misapprehension
- Under the influence
- Under the impression that
- Under the command of
- Under the age of
- Under suspicion
- Under stress
- Under strain
- Under review
- Under repair
- Under regulations
- Under pressure
- Under orders
- Under one’s protection
- Under lock and key
- Under discussion
- Under cover of
- Under construction
- Under consideration
- Under circumstances
- Under arrest
- Under age
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With In

- In vain
- In theory
- In the nude
- In the news
- In the mountains
- In the mood for
- In the meantime
- In the habit of
- In the end
- In the dark
- In the beginning
- In the air
- In two/ half
- In town
- In touch
- In time
- In terms of
- In tears
- In summer/ winter
- In stock
- In some respects
- In secret
- In season
- In return